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Abstract

Advances in computer technology and multi-media systems have led to widespread interest in computer-based instruction and learning environments. The use of video, animation, graphics, and simulation allow the presentation of material in realistic contexts, thus addressing the problems of inert knowledge while promoting constructive and generative learning. But the true potential and benefits of these systems are yet to be realized. Cognitive studies on learning and transfer suggest that concepts acquired in a single context often remain coupled to that context, and are not readily transferred and accessed in other problem solving situations. These findings point to the limitations of traditional, single-context, computer-based instructional environments. This paper introduces an emerging architecture for instruction and learning, Anchored Interactive Learning Environments (AILE). AILE extend well-developed theories of educational practice into the domain of interactive computer assisted instruction. The resulting computer-based environments facilitate sustained learning by active learners. The design and implementation of AdventurePlayer, an Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) anchored in the Rescue at Boone’s Meadow (RBM) episode from the Adventures of Jasper series is presented. An experimental study demonstrates the effectiveness of this system in the trip planning domain.

Introduction

From very early in the computer age, researchers have hypothesized the computer's enormous potential for assisting in the education process. Early research efforts were hampered by a number of factors: lack of powerful hardware, inadequate authoring software for developing computer-based representations of domain and pedagogical knowledge, and the inability of researchers to develop a unified framework for computer-based instruction and learning. Recent technological advances in computer hardware, software and multi-media systems, by themselves have been insufficient to realize the dreams of a computer-driven revolution in educational practice. Significant benefits will start to accrue when computer-based technologies are systematically incorporated into a system of tools that support thinking and learning activities.

The paper develops a new approach for computer-assisted instruction designed to facilitate generative and sustained learning in an interactive multi-media environment. This approach, based on well-developed theories of educational practice, is applied to design and implement an Interactive Learning Environment (ILE), AdventurePlayer, that is anchored to Rescue at Boone’s Meadow, one of the twelve video-based episodes in the Adventures of Jasper Woodbury series developed to teach mathematics problem solving in realistic contexts (CTGV, 1997). The success of AdventurePlayer leads us to propose a new architecture for learning and problem solving, Anchored Interactive Learning Environments (AILE), to facilitate sustained learning in multiple domains by active learners.

Anchored Instruction

The Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt (CTGV) is an interdisciplinary team of researchers at the Learning Technology Center, Peabody College for Education at Vanderbilt University. Members of CTGV have developed and tested a variety of technology-based programs that are consistent with constructivist theories (e.g., von Glasersfeld, 1987; Bransford, Goldman, & Vye, 1991; Resnick & Klopfer, 1989; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991; Sprio et al., 1991) and generative learning in meaningful contexts (CTGV, 1990; 1991; 1992a; 1992b; 1992c). The essence of this approach is to “anchor” or situate instruction in the context of meaningful problem solving environments. These anchoring environments are referred to as macrocontexts as they involve complex situations that require students to formulate and solve a set of interconnected subproblems (Bransford, Sherwood, & Hasselbring, 1988). Each macrocontext facilitates sustained exploration as it may be revisited from many perspectives over periods of weeks and months. In addition, the anchors (and instructional activities that accompany them) offer additional cross-curricular extensions.

CTGV is experimenting with anchored instruction programs in a variety of areas including mathematics (e.g., CTGV, 1991b, 1992, 1993), science (e.g., CTGV, 1993; Goldman et al. 1996; CTGV, 1991), and literacy (e.g., Bransford et al, 1996; CTGV, 1991; Sharp et al., 1992). These anchoring environments are designed to invite the kinds of thinking and reasoning necessary for students to develop (i) the general skills and attitudes necessary for
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Effective problem solving, and (ii) the specific concepts and principles that allow them to think effectively about particular domains. The focus has been on promoting thinking and reasoning in problem solving situations because there is considerable evidence that today’s students are not particularly strong in these areas (e.g., Bransford, Goldman, & Vye, 1991; Nickerson, 1988; Resnick, 1987). CTGV’s anchored instruction approach shares a strong resemblance to traditional constructivist approaches, such as theme-based learning (Dewey, 1933) and case-based learning (Gragg, 1940).

CTGV has been developing a series of macrocontexts with corresponding classroom material for the purpose of supporting anchored instruction learning activities (CTGV, 1997). These macrocontexts incorporate seven important cognitive learning and instructional design principles that were developed for mathematics problem solving in the Adventures of Jasper Woodbury series. Modifications of these principles for science and literacy are discussed in CTGV (1992a; 1997).

Design Principles

The principles that govern the design of anchored learning are outlined below (CTGV, 1997).

- **Generative Learning Format.** The macrocontext storyline creates a meaningful context for problem solving. The end of the story, however, is generated by the student through the resolution of the challenge. Having students generate the story’s ending provides motivation: students like to determine for themselves the story’s outcome. An additional advantage of the generative format is that students must become active learners when generating and solving the subproblems required by the challenge. Research findings suggest that there are important benefits to having students generate information (e.g., Soraci, et al., 1994).

- **Video-Based Presentation Format.** The video medium allows students to comprehend complex and interconnected problems much better than if the information were presented in a text form. This is especially true for students who have difficulty with reading. The video format allows characters, actions, and settings to be depicted in a rich, vivid, and realistic manner that is hard to achieve in text-only presentations. A second advantage of the video-based format is that it provides the ability to weave in related background information which might motivate the study of other problems in mathematics and other domains.

- **Narrative Format.** The video narrative is designed to contain setting information, a slate of characters, an initiating event, and consequent events. The challenge at the end of the video follows naturally, creating for students the impression that they are solving a realistic problem rather than responding to a lecture on video. Furthermore, the more vivid and graphic depiction of events creates for students a more authentic use of mathematical concepts (e.g., Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).

- **Problem Complexity.** The challenge presented to students is a complex problem with many interrelated steps. The complexity is intentional and based on a very simple
premise: students cannot be expected to learn to deal with complexity in the real world unless they are trained to do so. Unfortunately, traditional classroom activities do not routinely provide students with the opportunity to engage in the kind of sustained mathematical thinking necessary to solve complex problems. The video presentation of the challenge does not hide the complexity of the task, but at the same time makes it look interesting and solvable.

• **Embedded Data Design.** An important design feature of the mathematics macrocontexts is the embedded data format. All the data necessary to solve the challenge are seamlessly embedded in the video story along with a great deal of extraneous information. Unlike typical word problems, the video does not explicitly identify the mathematical problems that need to be solved to complete the challenge. The result is that students must first identify and understand the problem, determine what information is relevant, remember where this information was presented, and then extract that information from the story. In other content areas, the macrocontext introduces students to additional resources they can use to gather necessary data (Goldman, et al.; Sherwood, et al., 1995).

• **Opportunities for Transfer.** Cognitive science literature on learning and transfer suggests that concepts acquired in only one context tend to be welded to that context and hence are not likely to be spontaneously accessed and used in new settings (Bransford et al., 1989). The adventures in the Jasper series are designed so that there are at least three episodes for each problem type: trip planning, statistics and business planning, algebra and geometry. This provides students with the opportunity to use and reuse mathematical concepts in a variety of contexts, thus considerably increasing the likelihood of skill transfer to new situations and reducing the likelihood of inert learning. There are also a set of analog problems associated with each adventure, which help reinforce and extend mathematical concepts that students use in the original adventure.

• **Links Across the Curriculum.** Each video story contains all the data necessary to solve the challenge. In addition, the story also provides many opportunities to introduce topics from other subject matters. For example, in the trip planning episodes, maps are used to help figure out the solutions. These provide a natural link to geography, navigation, and famous events in which trip planning was an important component, such as Charles Lindbergh’s solo flight across the Atlantic.

These seven design principles mutually influence one another and operate as a gestalt rather than as a set of independent features. For example, the use of video brings the world into the classroom in a manner that motivates students. It makes complex mathematical problem solving accessible to students who have difficulties comprehending complex situations from text material. The narrative format, the generative design of the stories, the complexity of the challenge, and the fact that the adventures include embedded data present learning opportunities on subgoal generation, finding relevant information, and engaging in logical decision making tasks while keeping the complexity of the task manageable. The narrative format also makes it easier to embed information and allude to related problems that provide opportunities for links across the curriculum.
Our research integrates computer-based Interactive Learning Environments (ILE’s) that facilitate guided discovery and generative learning with the video-based Jasper adventures (macrocontext). The overall architecture, Anchored Interactive Learning Environments (AILE), facilitates sustained learning by active learners while also providing the necessary guidance and assistance for less motivated learners. We instantiate this architecture in the context of a trip planning adventure, Rescue at Boone’s Meadow (RBM).

Anchored Interactive Learning Environments (AILE)

The AILE architecture for the Jasper adventure, Rescue at Boone’s Meadow (RBM), is illustrated in the Figure 1. AdventurePlayer, the Interactive Learning Environment (ILE), is invoked by students in the context of the anchor or macrocontext, in this case the trip planning problem. The ILE provides a computer-based problem solving environment that facilitates constructivist and generative learning. This is achieved by providing students with a suite of tools that facilitate problem solving while making the important concepts associated with the problem explicit. Tools are designed with built-in scaffolds to assist students in bridging gaps in their knowledge of complex aspects of the problem solving process. These scaffolds are gradually removed as students progress in their problem solving tasks. Some tools are also designed to provide coaching feedback in the manner suggested by Burton and Brown (1979).
The Macrocontext: Rescue at Boone’s Meadow

*Rescue at Boone’s Meadow* is one of 12 video-based anchors in the Jasper series designed to teach mathematical problem finding and problem solving in traditional classroom environments for students in grades five and higher (CTGV, 1992a; CTGV, 1997). The 12 adventures are organized in triples and cover complex trip planning, statistics and business plans, geometry, and algebra. Each of these adventures provides a very rich environment that creates “multiple opportunities for problem solving, reasoning, communication, and making connections to other areas such as science, social studies, literature, and history” (CTGV, 1997). *Rescue at Boone’s Meadow* is one of three adventures that deals with complex trip planning.

The adventure’s storyline begins with one of the primary characters, Larry Peterson, flying his ultralight into Cumberland City. Larry is teaching his friend Emily Johnson how to fly. During Emily’s lessons, she (and the viewers) learn much about the ultralight, including information on payload, fuel capacity, fuel consumption, speed, landing requirements, and how the shape of the wing produces lift. To celebrate Emily’s first solo flight, Larry and Emily join Jasper Woodbury for dinner at a local restaurant. During dinner, Jasper reveals that he will soon be taking his annual fishing trip. He plans to drive to Hilda’s gas station, park his car there, and then hike 15 miles to his favorite fishing spot in the woods, a remote location known as Boone’s Meadow.

While camping in the Meadow, Jasper finds a bald eagle that has been wounded by a gunshot. He radios for help. Emily consults the local veterinarian, Doc Ramirez, who warns that time is the critical factor in saving the eagle. Emily consults a map on the wall that reveals there are no direct roads leading to Boone’s Meadow from either Cumberland City or Hilda’s. She also learns the distances from the City to Hilda’s gas station and Boone’s Meadow are 60 and 65 miles, respectively (see Figure 2). The video narration ends with the challenge: “What is the fastest way to rescue the eagle, and how long will it take?” At this point, students shift from passive viewing to active problem solving.
The RBM challenge of rescuing the eagle appears simple, but in fact requires a variety of problem solving skills. To find the quickest way to rescue the eagle, one must generate multiple rescue plans, validate them against the constraints of the domain, and determine how long each plan would take to implement (see Figure 3). There are a large number of distinct rescue plans that the student may consider since there are three different people who can assist in rescuing the eagle (Emily, Larry, and Jasper), three methods of travel (Emily’s truck, Larry’s ultralight, and walking), and multiple possible route combinations.

Each plan proposed by the student must be evaluated with respect to the appropriate constraints. For example, if the ultralight is used for the rescue, several constraints, such as payload, landing requirements, and range of the ultralight, will determine the feasibility of each leg of a given route. An additional complication is that payload and range are interrelated constraints. The range of the ultralight will depend upon the amount of available gas, and the weight of the gas must be considered when calculating payload.

Once the student has assessed the plan as feasible, the total time required to complete the plan must be determined. The student will then select the plan that satisfies the challenge of rescuing the eagle in the shortest possible time. The optimal solution requires that

- both Emily and Larry be involved,
- both the truck and the ultralight be used, and
- the rescue route include a stop at Hilda’s gas station.

Figure 3: RBM Planning Net (adapted from Goldman et al., 1991)
Furthermore, to satisfy payload constraints, the optimal solution requires that Emily pilot the ultralight while Larry drives the truck. Computations also determine that additional gas must be taken on the ultralight to enable it to fly two consecutive legs from Cumberland City to Boone's Meadow, and then from Boone's Meadow to Hilda's.

It is clear from the above discussion that the RBM challenge is quite complex. In protocol studies conducted in the fifth and sixth grades in middle school (CTGV, 1997; Goldman, et al., 1997), students often came up with a solution in a relatively short amount of time. Unfortunately, most student solutions are non-optimal and incomplete. Such data indicate students may benefit from appropriate technology-based learning tools that promote learning and reflection by providing appropriate feedback during the problem solving process.

**AdventurePlayer, the Interactive Learning Environment**

In our design of AdventurePlayer as an ILE, we made a conscious effort to incorporate beneficial characteristics of both Cognitive Tools (La joie, 1993) and Intelligent Tutoring Systems (Wenger, 1987). The goal was to support discovery learning through reflective interaction and constrained curriculum-driven learning so that students developed both general and domain specific thinking and problem solving skills. To achieve this, we adopted four principles that governed the design and implementation of AdventurePlayer.

[Principle 1] *ILEs should implement the principles of generative and active learning.*

Regian and Shute (1992) point out that while there are many published accounts of instructional system design and development (e.g., Wenger, 1987; La joie, 1993), the range of domains for which they have been built is narrow, and their implementation and use is often guided by intuition rather than theory. As a result, the student’s established learning routine is often altered to accommodate the educational software. The design and development of ILEs should be based on sound learning theories. ILEs should be designed to encourage students’ active participation in all their learning activities, including planning, goal setting, knowledge organization, problem solving, and assessment. (c.f., Papert, 1980; Collins & Brown, 1988; Reusser, 1993).

[Principle 2] *ILEs should provide anchored learning opportunities.*

Anchoring problem solving activity in an interesting and realistic environment allows students to experience the kinds of complex, challenging problems that experts encounter. Therefore, anchored instruction invites the type of deep thinking and reasoning necessary for the development of effective problem solving skills. The problem complexity encourages sustained exploration and cross-curricular extensions. AdventurePlayer is designed to facilitate deep thinking and reflection while solving complex but realistic trip planning challenges.

[Principle 3] *ILEs should facilitate and allow guided-discovery learning.*

Guided discovery learning implies that the locus of control is more with the student. However, environments with total student autonomy can lead to poor results, especially in situations where student comprehension is low (Brown & Campione, 1996). In these
situations, it is important that the system help students set cognitive goals, facilitate problem comprehension, provide tools for developing self-monitoring and knowledge organization skills, and to learn how to learn in general (c.f., Scardamalia, 1989; Nathan & Resnick, 1993). It may become necessary, therefore, for the system to intervene during times of excessive student floundering. During these learning plateaus, the system may temporarily provide instruction in the form of coaching to make the student aware of the learning issues associated with the observed floundering.

The notion of coaching was first introduced by Burton & Brown (1979). The purpose of a coach is not to lecture, but to foster the learning inherent in the activity itself by pointing out existing learning opportunities and by transforming failures into learning experiences. WEST (Burton & Brown, 1979), designed as an Intelligent Tutoring system, coached based on an empirical student model. The ANIMATE system (Nathan & Resnick, 1993) provided state-based coaching feedback. Task-based feedback was provided in the TAPS (Derry & Hawkes, 1993) and HERON (Reusser, 1993) systems. Which approach is most effective for different learning contexts remains an open question. Each approach, however, offers significant instructional opportunities that support discovery learning.

[Principle 4] Knowledge of the domain and problem solving task should be made explicit in multiple ways in the representations and interfaces used in the system.

Representation of knowledge is an important part of any learning process (cf., Larkin & Simon, 1987; Roschelle, 1990). These representations may be textual, algebraic, and diagrammatic. Such representations of concepts and ideas should be supported whenever possible, even when this information is redundant to other representations. Simon (1995) points out that “representations may be equivalent in the knowledge embedded in them without being equivalent in the power and speed of the inference processes they enable. They may be informally equivalent without being computationally equivalent.” (p. xii.)

Providing multiple representations for information increases a student’s opportunity to understand and apply knowledge. Furthermore, whenever possible, students should be given opportunities to actively construct representations of their knowledge, thereby making explicit their mental models of the problem solving situation and solution.

System Design

The AdventurePlayer system facilitates construction evaluation, and reasoning about solutions to trip planning problems. Trip planning can be cast as a traditional planning problem (c.f., STRIPS, Fikes & Nilsson, 1971; NOAH, Sacerdoti, 1974), where the task is to identify a sequence of actions (e.g. fly the ultralight to the Meadow, pick up the eagle, fly back to the City) that results in the successful achievement of the desired goal (e.g., bring eagle to hospital in City). An analysis of the RBM adventure yields five basic actions (see Figure 4) that may be presented as STRIPS-like operators with preconditions and effects (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). Three of these operators are travel actions: Drive, Fly, and Walk. The other two operators, Fuel and PutIn, enable gasoline transfer (e.g., fill up the truck’s gas tank) and object movement (e.g., put gas can in ultralight), respectively. Other trip planning adventures may necessitate the use of additional operators, such as Swim, Sail, Run, Bike,
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**PutIn(Object1, Object2)**

**Preconditions:**
- Whereis(Object1) = Whereis(Object2)
- CanHold(Object2, Object1)

**Postcondition:**
- Holding(Object2, Object1)

**Drive(Means, From, To)**

**Essential Preconditions:**
- Whereis(Means, Driveable)
- RoadExists(From, To)
- Whereis(Means) = From
- Holding(Means, driver)

**Computed Preconditions:**
- NotLessThan(Means::Fuel, FUELNEEDED)

**Postconditions:**
- Whereis(Means) = To
- Means::Fuel -= FUELNEEDED

**Fuel(Source, Dest, AMOUNT)**

**Preconditions:**
- CanHold(Source, Gasoline)
- CanHold(Dest, Gasoline)
- GreaterThan(AMOUNT, 0)
- AtLeast(Source::Fuel, AMOUNT)
- AtMost(Dest::Fuel + AMOUNT, Dest::MaxFuel)

**Postconditions:**
- Source::Fuel -= AMOUNT
- Dest::Fuel += AMOUNT

**Fly(Means, From, To)**

**Essential Preconditions:**
- Whereis(Means, Flyable)
- Whereis(Means) = From
- Holding(Means, pilot)

**Computed Preconditions:**
- NotLessThan(Means::Fuel, FUELNEEDED)
- LessThan(Means::Payload, Means::MaxPayload)

**Postcondition:**
- Whereis(Means) = To
- Means::Fuel -= FUELNEEDED

**Walk(Means, From, To)**

**Essential Preconditions:**
- Whereis(Means, Person)

**Postcondition:**
- Whereis(Means) = To

---

**Figure 4: The Rescue at Boone’s Meadow Operators**

*Pay, Inflate, and Burn* depending on the storyline and available objects.

AdventurePlayer assists in plan generation and plan evaluation for solving complex trip planning problems. Plan generation is the task of selecting and sequencing actions to achieve a *desired goal*. Plan evaluation involves validating selected actions by checking if each action’s preconditions are satisfied. Unsatisfied preconditions are established as *subgoals*, and this involves further plan generation. In addition, the determination of the *optimality* of a solution in the plan evaluation phase requires computing plan costs in terms of chosen units (e.g., time, dollars, etc.) and comparing alternate plans in terms of these costs.

When the student has identified a planning action, AdventurePlayer responds to that action according to the following three principles:

**The Valid Action Principle.** Any action that is valid in the real world (regardless of its usefulness to solving the problem at hand) is allowed by the system.

**The Invalid Action Principle.** Any action that is not valid in the real world due to physical limitations imposed by the domain is not allowed by the system. In addition, the system provides a message explaining why the action is invalid.

**The Incomplete Action Principle.** Any action that is incomplete is allowed by the system unless there is direct evidence that the action is invalid in the current scenario.

An example of a valid action would be to walk from Cumberland City to Boone’s Meadow. This particular action may not contribute to the final problem solution; nevertheless, it constitutes an activity that can be performed in the real world and, therefore, is allowed by the system. However, an attempt to drive from the City to the Meadow is invalid because the video states that there is no road access to the Meadow. The system would not
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allow the requested action, informing the student with an explanation, such as “There is no driveable road from Cumberland City to Boone’s Meadow.”

An incomplete action is an action with one or more unsatisfied (but possibly satisfiable) preconditions. An incomplete action is accepted by the system in the same manner as valid action, but internally the action is labeled as incomplete. For example, flying the ultralight requires the specification of a pilot and the inclusion of enough gas in the ultralight’s tank to complete the flight. A fly action without the specification of the pilot (or with insufficient fuel) is allowed by the system during initial planning. However, in order to generate a complete final solution, the student at some later point must address the missing information for this and any other incomplete actions.

There are two reasons for handling incomplete actions in this manner. First, it allows students to plan hierarchically by focusing initially on the general plan and filling in details later (c.f., Sacerdoti, 1974). The second reason for allowing incomplete (as well as valid but non-optimal) actions is related to the objective of providing a constructivist learning environment rather than a traditional interactive tutoring system with strong system control. It has been shown that negative learning can result from constraining student performance too tightly (Anderson, Boyle, Corbett, & Lewis, 1990).

AdventurePlayer incorporates a number of tools to facilitate the complex trip planning problem solving task: an icon pallet, a planning notebook, a timeline representation, a plan simulator, and a planning coach (see Figure 5). Each of these components are described briefly below.

**AdventurePlayer Tools**

Tools are invoked by students from within a particular ILE to help solve problems and achieve goals. For example, a timeline tool may be used for trip planning or scheduling events at a business meeting. Likewise, a general tool for creating and manipulating graphs may be useful in ILE where data collection and analysis are required for problem solving. Our tools are designed to provide scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978) to help students initially cover gaps in their detailed knowledge while not losing sight of the big picture or the overall problem they are attempting to solve. This is valuable as anchoring contexts are, by design, quite complex and may require problem solving skills that are initially beyond the student’s current skill level. The set of tools designed in the AdventurePlayer context (see Figure 5) are described in detail below.

**Icon Pallet**

The icon pallet is always visible in the AdventurePlayer interface. All objects relevant for the adventure are represented in the pallet as icons, and students may double-click on any icon to receive relevant information about that object. For example, if one clicks on the ultralight icon, parameters, such as maximum payload, size of its gas tank, rate of gas consumption, and flying speed appear on an information window (Figure 5). Information retrieval is necessary
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Figure 5: AdventurePlayer: An Interactive Learning Environment

during the planning process, since the anchoring macrocontext contains more factual data than a student can retain in short term memory.

Planning Notebook

The planning notebook is a template-based graphical tool for communicating and representing planning actions. The notebook allows students to generate and instantiate planning actions (including actions that are incomplete and/or non-optimal). At the bottom of the notebook is a set of buttons corresponding to all actions suggested by the anchoring macrocontext. “Travel” actions (e.g., Drive, Fly, Walk) involve movement of an object from one location to another. “Enabling” actions (e.g., Put-In, Refuel-From) involve the movement of objects and substances from one object to another at the same location. When a button is selected, a template for the selected action appears in the notebook with default slot values. Travel actions are displayed in bold while enabling actions appear in plain font and are indented. The slots are updated by dragging icons from the icon pallet and dropping them onto the target slot. Figure 6 shows a partial plan with an uninstantiated “Fly” action, and Figure 7 shows the fully instantiated optimal solution to the RBM adventure.

The template-based textual notebook for communicating and representing planning actions provides the following advantages:
Figure 6: Planning Notebook with a partial plan

Figure 7: RBM Optimal Solution
The planning notebook facilitates non-linear planning. For example, a student may choose to drive the eagle from Hilda’s gas station to the City even though neither the vehicle nor the eagle is (yet) at the station.

The planning notebook facilitates abstract planning. For example, a student may establish an abstract “Fly” action and incorporate it into the plan without immediately filling in the slots.

The planning notebook facilitates intuitive plan modification. Changing the step “Fly ultralight from Meadow to City” to “Fly ultralight from Meadow to Hilda’s” is as easy as dropping the Hilda’s icon on the destination slot. Likewise, the action sequences may be reordered by traditional drag-and-drop actions.

The planning notebook provides visual distinctions of precondition actions through font changes, indentation, and color highlighting. When a travel action becomes fully specified, the action becomes highlighted with a color and may then be dragged to the timeline (discussed below) where the student can specify temporal information regarding the step.

Timeline

The timeline tool allows students to construct a diagrammatic representation of their plan. Fully specified travel actions in the notebook may be dragged into the timeline where they are represented by a timebar which may be moved and resized to reflect (a) the start of the action, and (b) the duration of the action. This provides students with graphical and visual mechanisms (positioning and sizing) to make explicit the temporal issues associated with planning.

Early work on this project revealed that text-only plan representations created ambiguities with respect to step ordering. The timeline makes students specify explicitly when steps occur, thereby forcing them to think if steps should occur in parallel or in linear sequence. Such dependencies expose students to issues related to scheduling complex task operations.

The timeline’s representation is both intuitive and expressive enough to specify sequential actions (i.e., action-2 cannot begin until action-1 is completed) and parallel actions (action-2 does not depend on action-1, therefore, it can commence before action-1 is complete). For example, Figure 8 illustrates the relative lengths of each travel action as well as the ability to execute the initial fly and drive actions in parallel.

Plan Simulator

Simulation is a powerful pedagogical tool that has been used successfully in various instructional systems such as STEAMER (Williams, 1981), ThinkerTools (White, 1993), ANIMATE
Figure 8: Timeline with four travel actions

(Nathan & Resnick, 1993), and the Envisioning Machine (Roschelle, 1990). Adventure-Player’s simulator is state-based, driven by the ordering and size of the timebars in the timeline. The simulation makes explicit parameters and concepts that are important for problem solving. For example, if a student chooses to fly the ultralight with insufficient fuel, the ultralight takes off, but crashes at some point before it reaches its destination. Rate-time-distance relations are also illustrated. The time allocated by the student to complete a travel action is made explicit by the length of the timebar. When simulating time, the simulation will end too quickly if the bar length is too short. Likewise, the simulation will go beyond the target if the timebar is too long. The simulator supports qualitative understanding of the temporal aspects of the plan by having objects move on the screen at speeds that are directly proportional to their actual speed and for a time that is directly proportional to the length of the appropriate timebar. When a student generates a complete but non-optimal plan, the simulation feedback provides pointers to the steps that require the most time. As a general heuristic, the student is requested to direct attention and focus replanning activities on those steps.

Another important feature of the simulation environment is the amount of control given to the student. The student not only determines when to perform the simulation, but also controls the degree of feedback generated by the simulation. In the AdventurePlayer context, the student may select to receive or ignore feedback on the domain constraints payload, fuel, and time. Providing the student with the ability to control feedback conforms to the third ILE principle discussed earlier. Furthermore, the principle of minimal help (Reusser, 1993) is taken a step further since the student—not the system—decides what feedback is relevant.
Trip Planning Coach

Because of the complexity of the RBM challenge and similar optimal trip planning problems, AdventurePlayer contains a component for coaching students on optimal planning strategies. Most traditional planning systems are not designed for generating optimal solutions. Those that do address optimal planning typically attempt to optimize the planning process rather than the plan itself. The planning space for an optimal solution is quite large; generating an optimal solution for even the simple “blocks world” domain has been shown to be NP-hard (Chenoweth, 1991; Gupta & Nau, 1991). For this reason, any system that plans optimal solutions could benefit from the use of heuristic search techniques to constrain the search process.

The AP* search algorithm (Crews & Biswas, 1993a) was developed in an effort to combine the advantages of hierarchical planning and best-first search to generate plans that are optimal for some prespecified cost criteria. Furthermore, the AP* algorithm was designed to be transparent in its problem solving performance, an important feature from a tutoring perspective, as previously demonstrated by SOPHIE (Brown, et al, 1982) and a number of other intelligent tutoring projects (Wenger, 1987).

The AP* algorithm is an extension of the A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) for application to hierarchical planning domains in which an optimal goal is desired. The $h'$ function is defined to be the cost of executing the operator assuming that only the most abstract level of preconditions need to be satisfied. The addition of more detailed preconditions can only increase the cost of the operator, thus guaranteeing that $h'$ will never overestimate $h$, and, therefore, that the AP* algorithm is admissible. Branching is constrained by means of domain heuristics. The two heuristics used for AdventurePlayer’s trip planning coach are:

**Heuristic 1: Direct Route Heuristic** – Consider the direct route to the destination using the best available vehicle.

**Heuristic 2: Best Vehicle Heuristic** – Consider an indirect route to the destination if a better vehicle can be employed on the alternate route.

**Algorithm: AP***

1. Start with the search tree containing only the initial node, called $ROOT$. For this node, $g = 0$, compute the $h'$ value, and set $f' = h' + 0 = h'$. Set the SOLVED list to nil.

2. Until a goal state has been reached, or the $f'$ of $ROOT$ is $= FAILURE$, repeat the following procedure:
   - Move down the search tree from $ROOT$ to a leaf node by selecting the appropriate child for each non-leaf node as follows:
     - If the node is an OR node, select the lowest cost child node.
     - If the node is an AND node, select the first unsolved child node.
   Call this leaf node the $BEST\_NODE$. 

**Algorithm: AP***
• If BEST_NODE is immediately executable, do the following. Execute BEST_NODE to generate a new state. Update the search space by placing BEST_NODE on the SOLVED list. If BEST_NODE is an OR child, or if BEST_NODE is the last AND child of a node, put BEST_NODE's parent on the SOLVED list and repeat this propagation until either a parent node is not solved or ROOT is placed on the SOLVED list. Repeat step 2.

• Since BEST_NODE is not immediately executable, attempt to generate successor nodes for BEST_NODE.
  - If no successors are generated, assign FAILURE to the $h'$ of BEST_NODE.
  - If successors are able to be generated, make BEST_NODE an OR node. For each SUCCESSOR, do the following:
    * Set SUCCESSOR to point back to BEST_NODE.
    * Compute $g(SUCCESSOR) = g(BEST\_NODE) +$ the cost of getting from BEST_NODE to SUCCESSOR.
    * If SUCCESSOR is an AND node, create SUB_NODE for each sub-node of SUCCESSOR and set $h'(SUCCESSOR) = \sum h'(SUB\_NODE)$.
    * Update the $h'$ for BEST_NODE to be the minimum $h'$ of all SUCCESSORS.
  - Update all $h'$ values between BEST_NODE and ROOT by the following process. If the parent of BEST_NODE is an OR node, set $h'$ of the parent node to be the minimum of its children's $h'$ values. If the parent of BEST_NODE is an AND node, set $h'$ of the parent node to be the sum of its children's $h'$ values. Repeat this propagation of information until ROOT has been updated. Repeat step 2.

The search space generated by the AP* algorithm is useful for coaching purposes. Consider a student whose plan is to fly to the Meadow and back. There are two problems with the student’s plan. First, there is not enough fuel in the ultralight to fly to the Meadow and back. The second problem is that even if there were enough gas in the ultralight, this solution would not be the optimal one. The second point is more interesting from a coaching perspective (simulation alone provides all necessary feedback pertaining to the lack of fuel.)

AdventurePlayer’s trip planning coach examines the AP* search space looking for the critical point where the student’s solution deviates from the optimal solution (Figure 9). In this case, examination of the critical point reveals that the optimal solution followed a branch generated by the Best Vehicle heuristic. The coach may use this knowledge when interacting with the student.

In the process of making the student think of a better solution, a coach should avoid giving too specific a response (i.e., “It would be faster to fly the eagle to Hilda’s, put the eagle in the truck, then drive the truck from Hilda’s to the City.”). While this feedback would likely result in the student developing the optimal solution, it is doubtful the interaction would help the student develop general trip planning skills. Instead, coaching should focus on the general skills behind the desired behavior. For this reason, AdventurePlayer’s coaching may occur on a variety of levels designed to stimulate productive student reflection:
Figure 9: AP* search space with non-optimal student solution

Coaching Level 1: Consider - “Your solution takes 5 hours. Is that reasonable?”

Coaching Level 2: Question - “Is your plan the fastest possible plan to rescue the eagle?”

Coaching Level 3: Challenge - “I have a solution that is 45 minutes faster.”

Coaching Level 4: Hint - “Your plan uses the ultralight. Consider how a faster vehicle could be used in your plan.”

Coaching Level 5: Instruct - “Try using the truck to get the eagle from Hilda’s to the hospital. If you do not understand, ask your teacher.”

System Evaluation

AdventurePlayer was evaluated in terms of its utility for assisting students in solving the Rescue at Boone’s Meadow Adventure. In particular, the study provided empirical data regarding the problem solving benefits resulting from the timeline, simulation, and coaching components. An earlier study (CTGV, 1997; Goldman et al., 1991) demonstrated that sixth grade students working as individuals without any computer assistance demonstrated weaknesses in plan generation, plan evaluation, and plan optimization skills. Our hypothesis
was that AdventurePlayer’s timeline, simulation, and coaching components would assist students in these essential planning tasks.

The study involved two sixth grade classes in a Bowling Green, Kentucky public elementary school. For the study, the set of students were randomly distributed into two groups. Group 1 served as the control group and used a barebones version of the AdventurePlayer environment that included the planning notebook and icon pallet tools. The map depicting the three locations, the City, Boone’s Meadow, and Hilda’s gas station was also depicted on the AdventurePlayer interface. This system was labeled the core system. It facilitated abstract and hierarchical plan generation, but provided no mechanisms by which the students could verify their solutions. Group 2 used the complete ILE environment that included the core system plus the interactive timeline and simulation tools. Coaching was also available for Group 2 students. This feedback was provided only if the student generated a complete but non-optimal solution. Since the coach had no effect on the initial problem solving activities, the effects of the timeline and simulator components on student problem solving could be ascertained by comparing groups 1 and 2 up to the point where coaching might occur in Group 2.

The study was conducted in a two week period over a total of 7 class periods. A pretest (see Appendix 1) was administered at the beginning of the first class period after a brief introduction. The results of the pretest were used to establish balanced groups. Students worked individually on assigned computer systems. A training session, where students followed scripted directions for entering a worked example, helped students become familiar with the AdventurePlayer interface. After the computer intervention was completed for all students, the posttest was administered in the original classroom. The posttest was identical to the pretest, and again students were given as much time as they required to complete the test.

**Results**

We compared group performance in the following categories: (a) plan generation, (b) plan evaluation, (c) plan optimization, and (d) improvement in posttest scores. The results are summarized below.

**Plan Generation**

Plan generation requires the selection and sequencing of useful actions that contribute to achieving a desired goal. Often the successful execution of actions require other preconditions to be satisfied. These preconditions are established as subgoals and additional action selection is required so as to achieve the overall goal. Generating working plans in the RBM domain is a complex task for middle school students, and in many cases they have been observed to generate incomplete plans (Goldman et al., 1991). For the purpose of this study, a *complete plan* was defined as one that, if implemented, would successfully accomplish the goal of rescuing the eagle. An RBM plan may be incomplete for a variety of reasons:
• Domain constraints such as pilot, payload, and fuel may be unsatisfied.

• Physical conditions may be violated, such as driving where there is no road, or an interaction between two objects that are at two different locations (e.g., placing the eagle in the truck when the eagle is at the Meadow and the truck is at the City).

• Logical errors may exist whereby the plan could execute to completion but fail to transport the eagle to the desired location.

Analysis of students’ final solutions revealed that 19 of 24 (79%) students using the full environment derived a complete solution, whereas only 2 of 26 (8%) students using the core system derived a complete solution. These data are for solutions prior to any coaching by the system. A $\chi^2$ test indicated that the frequencies of the complete solution were significantly related to condition, i.e., $\chi^2(1, 50) = 26.17, p < .00001$ (first set of bars in Figure 10).

Students’ final solutions were incomplete for a variety of reasons. In plans containing only a single error, insufficient fuel was the cause for planning errors for 4 students in the core group and 3 students using the full system, excessive payload was the cause for planning errors for 2 students in the core group, and 1 student in the core group failed to identify the ultralight’s pilot in his plan. A majority of the plans created by students in the core group (65%) contained multiple errors related to fuel, pilot, payload, physical, and logical constraints. For example, 38% of the core group’s plans and 8% of full group’s plans had two errors. The remaining student plans created by the core group contained three or more errors whereas none of the students who used the full system had more than two errors. These data are not influenced by the coach. Coaching did not occur until after students had identified a complete plan. This analysis of students (pre-coaching) final solutions suggests that the state-based feedback provided by the simulation tool helped full system students in generating complete, valid plans.
Plan Evaluation

The RBM challenge requires students to evaluate their plan in terms of the actual time required to complete the plan. Only 3 of the 26 (12%) core system students evaluated time correctly, even for a single leg of the plan, whereas 22 of the 24 (92%) full system students evaluated at least one leg time correctly. The first set of bars in Figure 11 illustrates that the timeline and simulation increased students’ ability to determine individual leg times. A $\chi^2$-square test established the significance of the result, i.e., $\chi^2(1, 50) = 32.05, p < .00001$.

Furthermore, not a single core system student evaluated total plan time correctly, whereas 79% of full system students were able to derive the total plan’s time correctly. Note that these data are prior to coaching intervention for students using the complete environment. The result illustrated in the second set of bars in (Figure 11) was significant, $\chi^2(1, 50) = 39.22, p < .00001$.

It should be noted that many full system students appeared to have used trial and error when determining leg times rather than compute each time from the rate-time-distance (RTD) formula. They did this by resizing the bars in the time line tool arbitrarily. When the simulator provided time specific feedback (e.g., time too long or time too short) students picked up on this cue to resize the bar accordingly. This process was repeated a number of times until the students converged on the right bar size. The combination of the time line tool and simulator feedback worked well as a scaffold for students who were weak in RTD calculations. However, it was surprising to see that students who had done the RTD calculations in the pretest correctly also preferred to use the trial and error approach rather than use the formula to compute the time.
Plan Optimization

The plan generation and plan evaluation predictions described above concern Adventure-Player’s utility in assisting students to generate a complete plan and determine the time required to execute that plan. However, the challenge presented to students requires them to identify the fastest way to rescue the eagle. Plan optimization involves considering multiple plans in order to select the best plan. System trace analysis reveals that for the core system students, 4% considered multiple pilots, 38% considered multiple vehicles, and 34% considered multiple routes (Figure 12). For the full system students, 29% considered multiple pilots, 50% considered multiple vehicles, and 71% considered multiple routes without any coaching. After coaching, 62% of the full system students considered multiple vehicles and 88% considered multiple routes.

While the timeline and simulator may increase the number of plans considered by students, they do not guarantee that the student will derive the optimal solution. For this reason, AdventurePlayer contains a coaching component designed to assist students who generate non-optimal solutions. This trip planning coach provides general trip-planning feedback based on the AP* algorithm. The coach was available only to full system students, and was activated only when a student generated a complete but non-optimal plan. Of the full system students, 7 generated the optimal solution without any coaching and 5 did not generate a complete solution. The remaining 12 students received coaching, after which 75% (i.e., 9 out of 12) achieved the optimal solution (Figure 13).

When the student had a complete but non-optimal plan, the system posed the following question to the student: Is your plan the fastest possible plan for rescuing the eagle? If the student replied NO, the student was allowed to continue problem solving without any coaching. If the student replied YES, and that student’s plan was non-optimal, the coach intervened with appropriate advice.

As an example of coaching interaction, consider the situation with student 23. His non-optimal plan involved flying the ultralight from the City to the Meadow, from the Meadow to Hilda’s, and from Hilda’s to the City. The optimal solution is similar except that the final leg involves driving the truck from Hilda’s to the City rather than flying the
ultralight along that leg. The coach offered the following hint, making no mention of specific steps or locations:

*Your plan uses the ultralight to rescue the eagle. Consider using a faster vehicle to reduce your plan’s total time.*

After considering the coach’s advice, student 23 was able to generate the optimal solution without further prompting.

**Post-test Improvement**

At the conclusion of this study the pretest was readministered as a posttest. The scores were then analyzed with a mixed model Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The scores on the pre and post test were submitted to a preliminary mixed model Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) in which treatment group (core versus full) and gender were between-subject variables and time of test (pretest versus posttest) was the within subjects variable. There was no main or interaction effects of gender ($F(1,47) < 1$) so the data were reanalyzed using the gender variable.

Figure 14 shows that each group showed significant improvement from pre to post test, $F(1,47) = 13.75, p < 0.01$ for the main effect of time of test. There was no sig-
significant treatment by time of test interaction \( (F(1,47) = 1.92, p = 0.172) \) indicating the amount of improvement in each group was similar. Although there was significantly greater benefit to the full system compared to the core treatment on the overall score, examination of the means for the individual questions suggested that the full system students had outperformed the core system students on the range calculations and the identification of time-relevant variables questions (Questions 3 and 5 in Appendix A). The specific nature of the increased improvement is consistent with the differences between the complete and core systems. Students improved understanding of range may be attributed to the feedback received from the simulator, especially when the associated fuel feedback was turned on. Likewise, the simulation environment made visually explicit the role of relative speeds of objects and the distance between locations as the factors that determined the time required to complete a leg. Therefore, the simulation environment could also be expected to improve students’ understanding of rate and distance as variables directly related to time computations. The cumulative scores for these two pre-post questions were submitted to ANOVA with treatment (core versus full) as the between-subjects factor and scores (pretest versus posttest) as the within-subjects factor. There was a significant interaction between treatment and pretest/posttest scores \( (F(1,47) = 4.72, p < .05) \). Figure 15 illustrates that the treatment groups performed similarly at pretest, but at posttest, full system students outperformed core system students on these two questions. These data support the claim that the timeline and simulation components help students understand some of the issues associated with range and time.

**Discussion**

This study provides evidence that the AdventurePlayer ILE assisted students in solving a complex trip planning problem. As predicted, the overall environment that included the timeline and simulation tools and the coaching components resulted in improved student performance in plan generation and evaluation. In the experimental study, 79% of the students using the full ILE generated complete plans compared to only 8% of the students who used the core system. Students using the timeline and simulator did better in computing individual leg times (92% vs. 12%) and the total plan time (79% vs. 0%). Furthermore, students using the full ILE did better at optimizing plans than core system students by considering multiple pilots, multiple vehicles, and multiple routes. Coaching of the full system
students who produced non-optimal plans led to 75% producing an optimal plan. While overall posttest scores showed no significant effect, full system students did demonstrate significant improvements on posttest problems involving range calculations and the identification of time-relevant variables, the specific components addressed by the differences between the full and core systems.

These results are encouraging. The RBM challenge is quite complex, designed to be solved in groups over a period of days. Yet for students working individually on the AdventurePlayer ILE, 19 of 24 were able to derive a complete rescue plan, and 16 of 24 were able to derive the optimal rescue plan.

An interesting observation made in this study was that students using the full AdventurePlayer environment made frequent use of the RTD scaffold provided by the timeline tool. This was an intended effect. One of the characteristics of an ILE is that it reduce the conceptual and computational burden of problem solving to give weaker students an opportunity to think about the problem and develop a solution without being overwhelmed by its complexity. As discussed, scaffolds can be gradually removed from the environment as students progress in their problem solving activities.

**AILE and other Instructional Frameworks**

AILE is an emergent design whereby student learning and problem solving occurs within an anchored instruction context, thereby affording guidance to students generative learning efforts and at the same time reducing the likelihood of students developing inert knowledge. The AILE design allows for ILE exploration which is guided by some aspect of an anchoring macrocontext. Likewise, students learn to use general tool components in specific problem solving situations. Thus both general and specific knowledge and skills are presented in a variety of contexts.

Two approaches that are similar to AILE are Increasingly Complex Microworlds (ICMs) and ThinkerTools. ICMs, initially proposed by Fischer, Brown, & Burton (1978), embody a basics first instructional approach whereby students begin by exploring relatively simple microworlds. Students are required to reach a specified level before they are allowed to explore more complex microworlds. As such, exploration and learning necessarily assumes a bottom up approach, where students successively learn and refine component problem solving tasks before they combine them to solve more complex tasks. The AILE approach follows a more flexible guided generation model of teaching (cf., CTVG 1991) that emphasizes both top down (complex problem solving in the anchoring macrocontext) and bottom up (working in a simplified domain) generative activities of students. As a result, AILE students are able to develop problem solving skills in a self-determined order, which increases student ownership of new knowledge. Because student discovery learning is anchored in a realistic situation, there is a greater likelihood the knowledge generated by the student will be active rather than inert (Bransford, Sherwood, & Hasselbring, 1988).

The ICM design has been expanded and deployed by White (1993) in her Thinker-
A generalization of the RBM AILE of Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 16. There are several ways ILE’s and tools can be arranged in the AILE architecture. One is to help students develop progressively more active knowledge by allowing them to encounter tools and concepts in a wide variety of anchoring contexts. For example, students can learn about the “rate of travel”, i.e., speed of vehicles such as planes versus trucks in the RBM context. They can then transfer to another Jasper adventure, such as The Big Splash (CTGV, 1997;
Anchored Interactive Learning Environments

Vye, et al., 1997) and learn about rate in the context of time required to fill a pool of water, and the price per unit volume. As the concept of rate is introduced in multiple contexts, students can see that similar tools (e.g., graphing tools and specialized calculators) can be used across these contexts. Examples of the selection and then invention of tools in non-ILE environments are discussed in Bransford, et al. (in press). This research in now being extended to designing and developing computer-based ILE environments that assist students in these tasks.

Another way to arrange ILE’s and tools in the general AILE configuration is to approach each anchor from multiple perspectives. For example, in addition to mathematics, RBM can be explored from the perspective of science (e.g., endangered species, principles of flight) and social studies (the evolution of laws to protect endangered species). Students can then transfer to other Jasper adventures, such as Bridging the Gap (see CTGV, 1997), where similar perspectives can be brought to bear on the adventure. Over time, students learn to use, adapt, and invent tools that have multiple applications.

A key feature that characterizes all of the ILE’s is that problem solving methods are instantiated by a set of tools. Tools are the most general components in the AILE architecture in the sense that they deal with basic problem solving mechanisms, such as calculators for computations, equation solvers in algebra, graphing tools for studying functional relations, and planning notebooks for describing sequences and sets of activities that collectively achieve a goal. They are invoked by students from within a particular ILE to help solve particular problems linked to the overall challenge. For example, the timeline tool used in the AdventurePlayer trip planning ILE would also be useful in problem solving situations that require scheduling of resources and events over time to complete a particular task. A general graphing tool can be used in many ILE environments for studying functional relations, such as the rate problems discussed above.

Overall, the Jasper project is tackling a number of innovative ideas in instruction and learning, curriculum design, thinking and reasoning in complex problem solving, and formative assessment. AdventurePlayer has been a first effort to develop a computer-based exploratory environment in accordance with the four design principles of ILEs. Future work will focus on the development of other ILE and tools associated with the other anchors of the Jasper adventures. Experiments will involve more systematic studies of transfer between episodes and domains, and the development of more sophisticated formative assessment schemes to aid active learning processes.
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